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scams (http://www.scam.com/index.php)  

-   MLM / Pyramid Scams (http://www.scam.com/forumdisplay.php?f=11)  

-   -   Advantage Conferences BS (Merged) (http://www.scam.com/showthread.php?t=13128)  

 

 

renloyx 06-25-2006 02:28 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

We choose who we do business with unlike most every other opportunity out there. 

 

Really? How many people have you rejected so far? 

 

SoapBoxDad 06-25-2006 02:30 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

SoapBoxMom, I sure hope you are more substantive with your research while you home school 

your children. How is this in fact great research? It must be tiring for you to live on 1/2 truths 

and inaccuracies. 

 

Kudos to the rep selling the MMC on eBay. Actually he is selling all 4 levels of the conference 

and at full retail prices. The interview process is for those who want to become a representative 

of Advantage Conferences. Anyone can purchase an MMC product. Renloyx, Phinnly and 

SoapBoxMom need not apply. We choose who we do business with unlike most every other 

opportunity out there.  
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Smack of desperation? You are delusional. 

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Soapboxmom  

txfan,  

 

Great research! Now, doesn't that just smack of desperation? 

 

Soapboxmom 

 
 

 

SoapBoxDad 06-25-2006 02:36 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Wishyouknew, just ANOTHER demonstration that you were not in fact a representative. A 

representative goes through the 3 steps and then the president's interview. A person who 

purchases the MMC does not have to be a representative as you would have known IF you were 

in fact a representative. There is no interview for someone purchasing the MMC only and who is 

not applying to be representative. The Ebay page is retailing a product and not looking for 

representatives. You are unbelievably thick.  

 

Please admit for everyone that you never attended the Millionaire Mindset Conference. Your 

inacurracies and lies have been mounting. You really need to ask for forgiveness as I do believe 

that you are a Believer as well. Very sad that folks here will justify their means to get to an end 

that they want--but have no clue about. 

 

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Wishyouknew  

What happens to the person who purchases the conference on E-Bay and then does not pass the 

interview process?  

 

You make it sound like it is this very tough process to complete, but yet you are selling to 

anyone and everyone on e-bay? 

 

Sad thing is the E-bay page fails to mention anything about MLM and does not give the whole 

story of what the person is getting involved with. 

 
 

 

SoapBoxDad 06-25-2006 02:43 AM 



 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

SoapBoxMom, I simply have to wait for you to share more inaccuracies and lies as they are 

plentiful. How do you live with yourself, let alone your spouse? You truly try to blur fact and 

fiction. Very sad as you have your minions fooled on this thread. One PMed me and appears to 

be coming around. I don't expect anyone to, but anyone accessing this site needs to see your 

agenda and bias.  

 

I encourage everyone to click on those two sites that are independent AC representatives who are 

both located in Florida. Neither link is for Tim Darnell. 

 

 

5. Advantage Conferences 

105 Highview Drive  

Cocoa, Florida 32922 USA 

Review our 3 simple step system for a very successful business opportunity and we will send you 

a life changing E-Book, Slay Your Giant, by author and entrepreneur Tim Darnell. 

http://www.ProsperityThroughFaith.com | More Info.... 

Rating: 0.00 | Votes: 0 | Date: Jun 1, 2006  

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

6. Advantage Conferences Home Business & Fundraising Opportunity 

3535 Bonaire Blvd. #615  

Kissimmee, Fl. 34741 USA 

Make $7,000 Over & Over Again. No Making Calls, No Selling, No Convincing Of Any Kind. 

Christian Millionaire Mentoring. Automated Internet System, 1-3 Hours Per Day, Ongoing 

Training & Support. 

http://www.advantageconferences.com/1vision | More Info.... 

 

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Soapboxmom  

http://christiandirectory.info/html/...Opportunities/ 

 

 

The website above when you click on the link gives you Timmy boy's page. Since when was our 

boy not in Allen, Texas? Why the odd address? 

 

http://www.prosperitythroughfaith.com/ 

 

http://www.mapquest.com/maps/map.adp...te=fl&zipcode= 

 

http://www.prosperitythroughfaith.com/
http://www.advantageconferences.com/1vision
http://christiandirectory.info/html/Business_Opportunities/
http://www.prosperitythroughfaith.com/
http://www.mapquest.com/maps/map.adp?searchtype=address&country=US&addtohistory=&searchtab=home&formtype=address&popflag=0&latitude=&longitude=&name=&phone=&level=&cat=&address=105+Highview+Drive+&city=cocoa+&state=fl&zipcode=


Soapboxmom 

 
 

 

renloyx 06-25-2006 02:49 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by renloyx  

Total sales to date = 300 for the 500 reps active. 

 

Daddio---$200,000 = 29 sales 

 

Wacko Jacko----$540,000 = 77 sales 

 

Timmy boy-----around what Jack has or more = 12 sales 

 

7kfromhome.com google ad ---- $250000 = 36 sales 

 

Total Sales : 154 

 

That leaves 146 sales for the other 496 reps. Thats 0.3 sales per rep. A rep needs 4 sales to 

break even.  

 

Numbers dont lie scammer... 

 

Soapboxmom 06-25-2006 03:01 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

http://www.prosperitythroughfaith.com/ 

Quote: 

 
My name is Tim Darnell and I sincerely welcome you to comprehensive information regarding 

your becoming a Representative with Advantage Conferences. What you are about to be 

introduced to is a remarkably different and unquestionably important product for anyone who 

sees a better future for themselves. Rather than promote the Millionaire Mindset Treasures for 

the Kingdom Conference via the media (television, radio, magazines, etc.) for the Company 

alone, we chose to offer a substantially rewarding profit-sharing approach for individuals who 

recognize the extreme value of this product; and people who are serious about adding a 

http://www.prosperitythroughfaith.com/


potentially powerful new income stream into their life. 

 

If you have an entrepreneurial spirit and believe that life holds much more for you, then you 

may be a candidate for a Representative position at Advantage Conferences. You can learn 

about virtually every aspect of our product, service, philosophy and business via the 3 Simple 

Steps that you will receive upon filling out the Interest Form below. By accessing this 

information, you are under no obligation whatsoever. In fact, you cannot buy anything or enroll 

in anything by reviewing the information. Further, nobody will talk to you at all until you have 

finished all 3 Simple Steps. At that time, if you are excited and convicted that Advantage 

Conferences truly is an amazing concept, only then will you contact your Advantage 

Conferences Representative for dialogue, and have your questions answered. 

 

After dialoguing with your AC Rep, you may request a President’s Interview. I read the 

answers to every President’s Interview personally – every single word. At that point you will 

either be approved or disapproved for a Rep-ship here. We must have a good fit for both you 

and the Company in order to proceed. 

 

I appreciate and applaud your desire to make changes in your life. If this is a fit for you and the 

Company, then we will help you move forward in a powerful, positive direction. Ask God for 

wisdom as you review the information. Pray about this opportunity. Should we both determine 

to join forces, I will look forward to meeting you in person! 

 

In Service, 

 

Tim Darnell 

President 

 

Why would Jim Wald's page say Howdy I am Timmy boy and have a picture of the boy's ugly 

mug? Is that an improvement over the picture with Wald grinning like and idiot holding his 

oversized check? Sheesh! 

 

Soapboxmom 

 

Wishyouknew 06-25-2006 08:18 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

Wishyouknew, just ANOTHER demonstration that you were not in fact a representative. A 

representative goes through the 3 steps and then the president's interview. A person who 

purchases the MMC does not have to be a representative as you would have known IF you were 

in fact a representative. There is no interview for someone purchasing the MMC only and who 



is not applying to be representative. The Ebay page is retailing a product and not looking for 

representatives. You are unbelievably thick.  

 

Please admit for everyone that you never attended the Millionaire Mindset Conference. Your 

inacurracies and lies have been mounting. You really need to ask for forgiveness as I do believe 

that you are a Believer as well. Very sad that folks here will justify their means to get to an end 

that they want--but have no clue about. 

 

No, you can assume what ever you want, I don't care. That is one of the reasons I got out, It is 

even more stupid and even MORE of a scam to just sale a MMC for $10,000 and not to be a 

representative is even more of a scam.  

 

Has anyone just purchased the product for $10,000 with out being a rep? I did not stay around 

long enough to witness anyone this stupid. 

 

poweroldglory 06-25-2006 08:23 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

WYK, 

 

Again, you are LIEing again to because you realize you got caught. 

Soapboxmom caught you and made you look like a complete lier.  

 

If I say " The Doctor gave me a Clean Bill of Health " Every American would agree that 

means the Doctor gave his endorsement that you are healthy.  

 

Admit you got caught in a LIE and you are trying to spin it. Well your spinning of the 

Bible and the English vocabulary won't work with us. 

 

I am not going to waste any more time bandying words with you or the idiots on this site 

anymore. If SBD wishes to do so he may. You are with out doubt extremely bigoted and lacking 

in cognative thought. 

 

For the last time WYK, a 'clean bill of health' only tells you that you are OK it does not support 

you in any way. It is not an endorsement. If you think that you do not know your own language. 

You have absolutely no idea what you are talking about. Questioning my veracity is one thing I 

will not tolerate. This PM is coming to you AND it is going on that excuse for a thread that is 

attempting to discredit a very powerful concept. 

 

Bleat all you want, lame brains but the truth will out AND it will set you free. The crusade AC is 

on is real it is right and it is just. It will NOT be thwarted by the pathetic attempts to discredit it 

and it will succeed.  

 

Good luck, good night and God bless you!! 



 

I pray that you will all see the error of your ridiculous claims and go do something useful. I have 

had enough of this crap and I am out of here. 

 

P.S. SBD, 

 

WishYouKnowsNothing for that is his true name has finally admited that he knows absolutely 

nothing of the process of either purchasing the MMC or becoming a Rep. For the proof of that 

please read this quote from WYK: 

 

What happens to the person who purchases the conference on E-Bay and then does not 

pass the interview process?  
 

Slam dunk SBD!!! This yahoo does not even understand the difference between the MMC and 

being a Rep. WYK please read this really carefully: 

 

The President's Interview is for those who wish to become 

Reps. It is not for those who simply wish to attend the MMC. 

They do not have to take let alone pass the P.i.!! !! 
 

 

Proving beyond a shadow of doubt that even if you were a Rep you should not have been and 

you slipped through the net. 

 

By himself, WYK has also proved the rule of thumb that the majority of whiners and bleaters are 

in fact demonstrating their own shortcomings and not the imagined shortcomings of others. 

 

I rest my case. The defense stands down, the jury waves goodbye and good ridance and the judge 

says Case Dismissed!! 

 

yossarian 06-25-2006 08:46 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Wow, this thread is long. 

Quote: 

 
By himself, WYK has also proved the rule of thumb that the majority of whiners and bleaters 

are in fact demonstrating their own shortcomings and not the imagined shortcomings of others.  

 

 

I actually think the "whiners and bleaters" you speak of are genuinely aiming at preventing future 



victims of this pyramid. That's just me, though. 

 

deepsouth 06-25-2006 09:33 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by renloyx  

You have 500 reps and ONLY 300 SALES. Thats .6 sales per rep. A rep needs 4 sales just to get 

his $10000 back. Most people will never see their money again.  

 

AC IS A SCAM. DO NOT WASTE YOUR MONEY! 

 

Keep up the good fight, renloyx. Unfortunately for me, I know too much about AC. :(  

 

People are spending thousands per month promoting this stuff. Most will never come close to 

breaking even. 

 

renloyx 06-25-2006 11:55 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by poweroldglory  

For the last time WYK, a 'clean bill of health' only tells you that you are OK it does not support 

you in any way. It is not an endorsement. 

 

Every dictionary on the planet says youre wrong.  

 

clean bill of health - an assurance that someone is healthy or something is in good condition; "the 

doctor gave him a clean bill of health" 

 

Wishyouknew 06-25-2006 06:52 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 



Originally Posted by poweroldglory  

WYK, 

 

Again, you are LIEing again to because you realize you got caught. 

Soapboxmom caught you and made you look like a complete lier.  

 

If I say " The Doctor gave me a Clean Bill of Health " Every American would agree that 

means the Doctor gave his endorsement that you are healthy.  

 

Admit you got caught in a LIE and you are trying to spin it. Well your spinning of the Bible 

and the English vocabulary won't work with us. 

 

I am not going to waste any more time bandying words with you or the idiots on this site 

anymore. If SBD wishes to do so he may. You are with out doubt extremely bigoted and lacking 

in cognative thought. 

 

For the last time WYK, a 'clean bill of health' only tells you that you are OK it does not support 

you in any way. It is not an endorsement. If you think that you do not know your own language. 

You have absolutely no idea what you are talking about. Questioning my veracity is one thing I 

will not tolerate. This PM is coming to you AND it is going on that excuse for a thread that is 

attempting to discredit a very powerful concept. 

 

Bleat all you want, lame brains but the truth will out AND it will set you free. The crusade AC 

is on is real it is right and it is just. It will NOT be thwarted by the pathetic attempts to discredit 

it and it will succeed.  

 

Good luck, good night and God bless you!! 

 

I pray that you will all see the error of your ridiculous claims and go do something useful. I 

have had enough of this crap and I am out of here. 

 

P.S. SBD, 

 

WishYouKnowsNothing for that is his true name has finally admited that he knows absolutely 

nothing of the process of either purchasing the MMC or becoming a Rep. For the proof of that 

please read this quote from WYK: 

 

What happens to the person who purchases the conference on E-Bay and then does not pass 

the interview process?  
 

Slam dunk SBD!!! This yahoo does not even understand the difference between the MMC and 

being a Rep. WYK please read this really carefully: 

 

The President's Interview is for those who wish to become 

Reps. It is not for those who simply wish to attend the MMC. 



They do not have to take let alone pass the P.i.!! !! 

 

 

Proving beyond a shadow of doubt that even if you were a Rep you should not have been and 

you slipped through the net. 

 

By himself, WYK has also proved the rule of thumb that the majority of whiners and bleaters 

are in fact demonstrating their own shortcomings and not the imagined shortcomings of others. 

 

I rest my case. The defense stands down, the jury waves goodbye and good ridance and the 

judge says Case Dismissed!! 

 

 

 

PowerNoGlory, 

 

Some else told me that you were Chris Reed, But, I still think you are Tim Darnell. This is the 

exact way Tim Darnell, acts, speaks, and types. When Tim is backed into a corner he spin's the 

Bible and anything else he can to attempt to "save grace". 

 

Everyone can tell that we are "getting under your skin" and that it bothers you. The TRUTH 

hurts does'nt it? 

 

A innocent person does not start attacking others verbaly when they are backed into a corner.  

I try and stray away from the presonal attacks and stick to Advantage Conferences. 

 

I have spoken to the other reps who have filed complaints and have gotten out of Advantage 

Confrernces and Tim has attacked their sanity, attacked their religious background, and attacked 

their ability to run their own business. It's always their fault and Tim NEVER takes ANY of the 

BLAME for his LIES and GREED! 

 

I completely understand the diffrence, I am just throwing out the questions so you guys throw 

out the evidence of this scam from your own words not mine.  

 

Deepsouth, you sound like another victom of this scam. Are you a rep or former Rep? Tell us 

more.. 

 

the411 06-25-2006 11:38 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Thank You DEEPSOUTH. You have taken a thread with over 1,100 post and condensed it 

beautifully. 

 



"People are spending thousands per month promoting this stuff. Most will never come 

close to breaking even" 
 

The debate over this company's legal status or even it's Christian nature is an important one. But 

the Bottom line is that this system is simply NOT profitable for the vast majority of those 

involved. 

 

Wishyouknew 06-26-2006 05:18 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

I will give Tim this, he is smart. Because of his lawsuits and the perception that he will sue 

everyone who challenges him. There are so many people who are scared to come forward 

because if they do , Tim will sue them. 

 

This is ashame.  

 

 

He certainly uses what he learned at Texas Tech with his degree of Group Psychology. 

He uses this in his dealings with the Reps and the group at Advantage Conferences. 

 

It is my prayer that Tim will shut down Adavantage Conferences before the Attorney General 

comes down on him and he faces Prison time. I hate to see kids go through this. 

 

Wishyouknew 06-26-2006 07:30 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

One other thing I don't guess I have mentioned in a while. Advantage Conferences is a advertiser 

on 94.9 KLTY Christian Radio here in the Dallas Area. 

 

This just goes to show you that KLTY does zero background check on any of their advetisors.  

I encourage everyone to e-mail the folks at this radio station www.klty.com and let them know 

about Advantage Conferences.  

 

 

I was looking over their list of "family of advertisors" and they have many companes that have 

really bad reputations as well. Dr. Booth, AutoNations, Toyota of Dallas to name a few. 

 

the411 06-26-2006 05:32 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Poweroldglory 

http://www.klty.com/


Your last post is absolutely chilling. Undoubtedly, you and SBD have faced personal attacks here 

that I do not condone nor have participated in. (Re-read any of my posts). I have sought to be a 

moderate, professional voice of dissension when it comes to Advantage Conferences.  

 

Regardless of what has been said to you or about your company, your retaliation in like manner 

is most unbefitting for someone Representing a Christian Company. You have responded not in 

love or gentle words which turn away wrath, but in harsh words that stir up anger- Proverbs 15:1. 

You and SBD have repeatedly referred to your opponents here as "lame brains," "cognitively 

challenged," "delusional", "scizophrenic," "bigots", "ass" and flat out "idiots." To add to this, you 

have taken a "Holier than Thou" stance in each of your post, often asserting that you are part of a 

world wide crusade while those here serve a useless purpose. If that wasn't enough, you have had 

the audacity to end these snide retaliations with "God Bless You." 

 

Sir, I am going to ask you kindly to hold to your commitment of being done with this thread. 

You are making a mockery of the Christian faith that I hold dear. 

 

Let me remind you of the only time our Lord lashed out in anger. In Matthew 21 the tables of the 

money changers were over turned in the temple. These "robbers" were convincing good men and 

women that the sacrificial animals they brought to the temple looked weak and pitiful. These 

temple go-ers were conned into paying ridiculous prices for better, healthier looking sacrificial 

animals. The parallel here to Advantage Conferences is left to interpretation, but clear to me. 

With the new "Treasures for the Kingdom" slogan you have adopted, you have taken a similar 

role. The real crusade you are a part of is convincing good Christian people that they need your 

Network Marketing program in order to offer God a meaningful, more giving life as a part of his 

Kingdom. The fact of the matter is that people do not need your $10,000 conference in order to 

please God, be part of a world wide crusade, or even be successful in life. And to call those who 

express opposition to your crusade "idiots" only confirms my suspicion that it is only a matter of 

time before the tables are over turned on you! 

 

txfan 06-26-2006 05:53 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by the411  

Poweroldglory 
Your last post is absolutely chilling. Undoubtedly, you and SBD have faced personal attacks 

here that I do not condone nor have participated in. (Re-read any of my posts). I have sought to 

be a moderate, professional voice of dissension when it comes to Advantage Conferences.  

 

Regardless of what has been said to you or about your company, your retaliation in like 

manner is most unbefitting for someone Representing a Christian Company. You have 

responded not in love or gentle words which turn away wrath, but in harsh words that stir up 



anger- Proverbs 15:1. You and SBD have repeatedly referred to your opponents here as "lame 

brains," "cognitively challenged," "delusional", "scizophrenic," "bigots", "ass" and flat out 

"idiots." To add to this, you have taken a "Holier than Thou" stance in each of your post, often 

asserting that you are part of a world wide crusade while those here serve a useless purpose. If 

that wasn't enough, you have had the audacity to end these snide retaliations with "God Bless 

You." 

 

Sir, I am going to ask you kindly to hold to your commitment of being done with this thread. 

You are making a mockery of the Christian faith that I hold dear. 

 

Let me remind you of the only time our Lord lashed out in anger. In Matthew 21 the tables of 

the money changers were over turned in the temple. These "robbers" were convincing good 

men and women that the sacrificial animals they brought to the temple looked weak and pitiful. 

These temple go-ers were conned into paying ridiculous prices for better, healthier looking 

sacrificial animals. The parallel here to Advantage Conferences is left to interpretation, but 

clear to me. With the new "Treasures for the Kingdom" slogan you have adopted, you have 

taken a similar role. The real crusade you are a part of is convincing good Christian people 

that they need your Network Marketing program in order to offer God a meaningful, more 

giving life as a part of his Kingdom. The fact of the matter is that people do not need your 

$10,000 conference in order to please God, be part of a world wide crusade, or even be 

successful in life. And to call those who express opposition to your crusade "idiots" only 

confirms my suspicion that it is only a matter of time before the tables are over turned on you! 

 

Well said! I couldn't agree more. 

 

BIGfranky75 06-26-2006 06:20 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Soapboxmom  

txfan,  

 

Great research! Now, doesn't that just smack of desperation? 

 

Soapboxmom 

 

 

omigosh... i thought the same thing exactly. especially when you look at the sellers ebay 

history.... they are trying to build their reputaion by buying and selling bowls and cups for $5 a 

pop and "losing a pet" sympathy cards for $1.50 each! what a joke... 

 

i just signed up for a conference that will have the following speakers (as well as others): Tony 



Robbins, Donald Trump, Suze Orman, John Maxwell, etc.... guess how much i paid? less than 

$100!!!! 

 

isnt that funny that i just paid one-hundredth of what AC charges to see speakers that are 

considered the best in the industry AND i knew who was speaking before i paid?!?!?!? whats the 

big secret tim and SPD? why cant you tell people who they are getting before they decide to pay 

TEN GRAND?!?!?!?! could it be that no one would pay that kind of money to hear a bunch of 

nobodies that no one has ever heard of when they can pay one one-hundredth of the price and 

hear from the top speakers in the industry... 

 

what a joke. 

 

SoapBoxDad 06-26-2006 06:50 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

For yet another time, it amazes me that the bashers here do not even read the thread. The 

conferences with Zig, Trump and others are backdooring folks into mentoring and coaching 

programs that can go up to $18,000. It is a different model altogether.  

 

411, I understand your post, but why wouldn't you go after all of the innaccuracies and personal 

and Christian attacks that have been leveled for months? You obviously have a bias where you 

do not agree with the value that we offer or the business model in general. This is a marketplace 

ministry for us and we are reaching close to 7,000 with the Good News every Thursday with our 

Christ-centered Messenger. We can disagree on all of those points, but the legality of this 

business is clearcut as there is no product purchase required and the "use value" of our MMC and 

ongoing mentoring is there and we have hundreds that have experienced it with only 2 refund 

requests of folks that attended the MMC.  

 

I am off to build my business. 

 

BIGfranky75 06-26-2006 06:54 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by the411  

Poweroldglory 
Your last post is absolutely chilling. Undoubtedly, you and SBD have faced personal attacks 

here that I do not condone nor have participated in. (Re-read any of my posts). I have sought to 

be a moderate, professional voice of dissension when it comes to Advantage Conferences.  

 



Regardless of what has been said to you or about your company, your retaliation in like 

manner is most unbefitting for someone Representing a Christian Company. You have 

responded not in love or gentle words which turn away wrath, but in harsh words that stir up 

anger- Proverbs 15:1. You and SBD have repeatedly referred to your opponents here as "lame 

brains," "cognitively challenged," "delusional", "scizophrenic," "bigots", "ass" and flat out 

"idiots." To add to this, you have taken a "Holier than Thou" stance in each of your post, often 

asserting that you are part of a world wide crusade while those here serve a useless purpose. If 

that wasn't enough, you have had the audacity to end these snide retaliations with "God Bless 

You." 

 

Sir, I am going to ask you kindly to hold to your commitment of being done with this thread. 

You are making a mockery of the Christian faith that I hold dear. 

 

Let me remind you of the only time our Lord lashed out in anger. In Matthew 21 the tables of 

the money changers were over turned in the temple. These "robbers" were convincing good 

men and women that the sacrificial animals they brought to the temple looked weak and pitiful. 

These temple go-ers were conned into paying ridiculous prices for better, healthier looking 

sacrificial animals. The parallel here to Advantage Conferences is left to interpretation, but 

clear to me. With the new "Treasures for the Kingdom" slogan you have adopted, you have 

taken a similar role. The real crusade you are a part of is convincing good Christian people 

that they need your Network Marketing program in order to offer God a meaningful, more 

giving life as a part of his Kingdom. The fact of the matter is that people do not need your 

$10,000 conference in order to please God, be part of a world wide crusade, or even be 

successful in life. And to call those who express opposition to your crusade "idiots" only 

confirms my suspicion that it is only a matter of time before the tables are over turned on you! 

 

excellent post.... in fact, i will say that it is the most profound and true post on this thread! 

 

if tim (powerandglory) and SBD are half the Christians that they claim to be, they will heed your 

advice... and cease from posting on thsi thread.... as they are absolutely making a mockery of 

God, whether that is their intent or not....it doesnt matter... the Bible is very clear on this, God 

will NOT be mocked....watch out SBD and Powerandglory....He knows all and see's all! 

 

they should be ashamed of themselves... 

 

SoapBoxDad 06-26-2006 06:54 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Yes, I have my MBA, have built mutliple million dollar businesses and we have attracted fellow 

millionaires, pastors, doctors, entrepreneurs, and people from various professions and stay at 

home Moms and Dads.  

 

I am proud of the folks that we attract into our business and I pray every day that the right people 

are attracted to AC and that the wrong people--you know who you are, stay away from 



Advantage Conferences. Life is too short to work with folks like you and SoapBoxMom. 

 

SoapBoxDad 06-26-2006 06:56 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

The employee mindset is alive and well on this thread. As for someone schooling me on my 

faith, I take what you say to heart, but you may want to read back through the entire thread and 

not let your overwhelming bias get in the way. I am not perfect, just Saved and forgiven.  

 

The fact is, just by being associated with our Advantage Conferences, you are going to be 

introduced to powerful concepts that are going to change your life. I can tell you from my own 

experience that you will become a product of one of the richest teaching and mentoring 

environments that has ever been offered. You will learn that you can be a bigger giver and 

someone who lives in a reality of abundance versus the scarcity that the rest of the world teaches. 

 

You will learn how you can be a tremendous influence not just in your immediate city, but 

literally on a global basis. And you will learn how important your thinking is regarding your 

financial situation. You may have already read the statement, “if you want to be a millionaire, 

you’ve got to learn to think like a millionaire.” And that is the absolute truth. Can you 

accomplish learning to think like a millionaire? Absolutely you can. 

 

Most of the folks posting on this thread have grown up with an employee mentality, and there is 

nothing wrong with that. But if you recognize the value of independence, self-responsibility and 

business ownership, you will want to change that employee mentality and begin developing an 

“entrepreneurial” mentality. That is the essence of the ongoing education that you will receive at 

Advantage Conferences – learning how to be a successful, Christian entrepreneur. Entrepreneurs 

are not afraid of dealing with larger amounts of money on a day by day basis. They are not afraid 

of making much greater incomes. They are not afraid of thinking in larger dollar amounts. 

 

SoapBoxDad 06-26-2006 06:58 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

So, let’s talk about our products and value again-- 

 

Question #4 of the President’s Interview goes like this, “What is the AC product, and why do 

you value the Product, its purpose and concept? By the way, before I explain the product, one 

thing you should know is that unlike all the other opportunities you may have reviewed out there, 

we carefully screen each Candidate Representative with a President’s Interview. All the other 

opportunities out there allow anybody that can write a check - to be involved in their business. 

Does that make sense? Not at all. Not if you’re building a business that is here for the long haul. 

Would a legitimate company hire just anybody who filled out an application? Of course not! One 

bad apple can create a lot of problems and weaken an entire business. We are not looking for 

anyone who can write a check. Businesses that do that, which is all of our perceived competitors, 



are obviously not interested in who you are or what talents you bring to the table, or whether you 

are really qualified to be a successful Rep – no, they are simply interested in receiving your 

money. That is not our criteria for involvement at Advantage Conferences. We are interested in 

placing only qualified Reps in our business and you will find that to be a major difference with 

this opportunity and everyone else out there. 

 

Back to the product: The AC product is ongoing - Christian - Entrepreneurial Mindset - 

Mentoring. Product purchasers, also known as clients, receive a unique and powerful ongoing 

education on the subjects of money, income, business development, finances, leadership, 

entrepreneurial strategies, entrepreneurial mistakes, and the crucial thinking that is required to 

become uncommonly successful. This education and mentoring takes place thru several products 

that integrate together and complement each other. First of all, clients can attend our Millionaire 

Mindset Conference. The company brings in six highly successful Christian Millionaires who in 

a live and interactive format are interviewed by AC President, Tim Darnell. These Millionaire 

Mentors tell their stories, the invaluable lessons they’ve learned, the mistakes they made along 

the way, and give advice based on the many areas of their life experience that eventually turned 

into ultra-success. The audience has ample time to ask questions about matters that they believe 

are important. These sessions are powerful, oftentimes emotional, and always highly impactful 

for anyone who recognizes that each comment contains nuggets of wisdom from people that are 

there for one reason – to impart their wisdom and knowledge to the Attendees. 

 

Let’s repeat a very important concept. If you want to be a millionaire, you’ve got to learn to 

think like a millionaire! It is the thinking that makes all the difference. The transition from your 

current situation to a more empowered, more successful place is not happenstance or luck. It is a 

purposeful, predictable result that can occur for anybody. It occurs in the tweaking of your 

thoughts, your self-image, and the consistent activities that will take you to a new reality. When 

you learn to think thoughts that are truly in alignment and congruence with success, you will find 

that success will physically become your reality. 

 

The Millionaire Mindset Conference is a two day conference. The price includes your spouse’s 

ticket as well as your primary ticket. This unique, one of a kind Conference experience is 

powerful, and can be life changing if you are looking to change your life. A single idea that you 

gain from only one of the 6 Millionaire Mentors can mean all the difference for your success 

journey. Translated into dollars and cents, that one idea, that one thought change can truly be 

“the thing” that facilitates your personal progress and take you to profound entrepreneurial 

success, six digit profits, and possibly even millions of dollars in gross revenues and personal 

profits. 

 

Knowing the mistakes that these Millionaires have made, which they talk candidly about in 

detail, can help you avoid those same mistakes in your journey. Many have had to file for 

bankruptcy for a single mistake, and your knowing what that mistake looks like can be worth 

hundreds of thousands of dollars NOT lost, and realistically make you hundreds of thousands in 

profits. The value of this knowledge is beyond calculating, but savvy, enterprising individuals 

recognize that they don’t know all the answers and are anxious to find and use every valid piece 

of information available.  

 



Listen to the voices of success and experience. Give credence to a bona-fide Millionaire when 

they say, the bridge is out up ahead. That is so much more intelligent a track to run on than just 

blindly, and may I say, ignorantly plowing forward. The school of hard knocks is a great teacher. 

But let’s let someone else find out the hard, and oftentimes very, very expensive way. There is 

no glory in stepping on a land mine just because you want to do it yourself. Better to learn from 

others what the land mines look like and where they are likely to be found. 

 

The AC product is something not available anywhere else. I encourage you to do all the reading 

and all the seminar attending you can regarding the subject of success and entrepreneurship, but 

you will not find a product like the MMC anywhere else. 

 

SoapBoxDad 06-26-2006 06:59 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

In addition to the benefit of Conference attendance, you become eligible to attend all future 

Millionaire Mindset Conferences at an unprecedented 90 percent discount. This is called the 

MMC Advantage. Once you’ve attended your first full two day conference, you are encouraged 

to attend subsequent Millionaire Mindset conferences at a fraction of the price of your first one. 

This ensures that you are receiving this powerful information on an ongoing basis. What better 

way to stimulate your creative thought processes regarding your business? What better way to be 

innovative and empowered in taking your business to the next level? 

 

In addition to your first Millionaire Mindset Conference experience and the ongoing, year after 

year MMC Advantage, you will own the private pin code to AC Founder and author, Tim 

Darnell’s weekly Millionaire Mindset Teleconferences. This phone call takes place 52 weeks a 

year, and I can just tell you it is a highly empowering, highly impactful weekly event. This will 

often include our Millionaire Mentors as guests. I can tell you that I’ve had several single calls 

that have totally changed paradigms that have held me back for most of my adult life. These are 

truly life changing calls. As an MMC-IV Attendee or Representative, you receive all 52 calls for 

free. You won’t want to miss a single call. 

 

Remember, this is ongoing, Christian Entrepreneurial Mindset Mentoring - ongoing education – 

that you cannot receive any other place. If you value education, then you will value this product. 

If you don’t value education and mentoring from appropriate sources, then you may want to look 

somewhere other than Advantage Conferences. 

 

Rest assured, you will be trained extensively at Advantage Conferences. This is both hands-on, 

teleconferencing training, as well as electronically delivered training that explains in detail a 

variety of methodologies that are working for others. Your role is to be a good student and have 

patience as you build your Rep-ship. Dollars won’t come rolling in immediately, but over time, 

with consistency and patience you will see results. Much of the training is extremely important 

Mindset training that covers the intangible qualities that a leader in business – your business - 

must have. If you are willing to apply the mechanics and improve the intangible aspects of You, 

Incorporated, you will begin to experience success at the point that is right in your life. A time-



line for success is different in every single case and is really contingent on you and you alone. 

 

SoapBoxDad 06-26-2006 07:01 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Here is some more insight for those who care about the truth about Advantage Conferences. 

 

We could look at hundreds of examples like the ones I shared regarding almost any subject. The 

point I’m making is that statistics can lead to a surmise of a situation that would be seemingly 

intelligent, yet perfectly invalid. This discussion now brings us to the world of the business 

opportunity offered by Advantage Conferences. 

 

Depending on which statistics you read, you’ll come to understand that the world of business is 

fraught with failure. In fact, most businesses fail over a period of five years or more. Advantage 

Conferences and her products are here in large measure as a response – a “solution” to those 

figures. We are dedicated to changing the statistics regarding business failure and success so that 

more check marks go in the “Win” column than in the “failure” column. 

 

Tim Darnell has been dedicated and focused for years to define and describe the necessary 

intangibles that are requisite in becoming a business Champion; as well as to expose the 

problematic areas of the business world that can impede an enterprising person’s progress or 

even sink their business completely. I believe it is extremely important to talk openly and 

honestly about what can go wrong in a business (including AC) at least as much as we talk about 

the benefits of successful business. 

 

In addition to the educational product and environment provided by Advantage Conferences, the 

Company also offers a powerful income opportunity. As we offer our approved Representatives 

this opportunity, you will never hear us say the word, easy. In fact, our Reps are not allowed to 

use that word, because it is simply not accurate in describing any genuine business endeavor like 

the AC opportunity. 

 

Frankly, Tim has done everything he possibly can to create an opportunity that is more doable 

and accessible to the common person than anything else out there, but he would never make the 

mistake of saying this is “easy.” 

 

Neophytes to the income opportunity industry see an income opportunity and their first reaction 

– their first thought is always the same – “get-rich-quick-scheme.” You will never hear us 

describe the AC opportunity in that regard although there have been some time-frame exceptions 

that actually allowed a few Reps to get rich quick. For most people this opportunity requires 

considerable time and diligence to figure it out and take the appropriate actions that bring in the 

potentially sizeable revenues. 

 

I would also be the very first to state publicly that most people don’t have the wherewithal or 

ability to sustain an endeavor for the amount of time necessary to attain the profits that are 



potentially available here. The fact is, like the statistics above have pointed out, most people quit. 

Many quit before they even get started. Some give a three or four month effort. Unfortunately 

most people quit, to use a football analogy, on the 2 or 3 yard line. 

 

Changing your life financially requires changing many things about your life that include long 

held perspectives and enacting repeated action steps – two areas of change that most people are 

not willing to make. Creating a successful enterprise takes work and it absolutely requires 

endurance. In addition, success requires consistency and a totally positive attitude all the time. In 

reality, how many people can do that? The answer, in my opinion and experience is that there are 

very few. The battle for success is in the mind of the enterprising individual. It is that battle with 

self that few people ever win. 

 

The ones who are successful and the ones who have said and mean the following statement: “I 

will be the exception to these statistics. I will be the one who prevails. I will be the one who is 

able to trust in God during the down times and “last out” the days in the desert when no revenues 

are coming in.” They listen to positive messages and “tell-it-like-it-is” training, and believe in 

that teaching. They have faith and the single intangible SUB (Sustained Unwavering Belief). 

Most people can’t or won’t implement sustained, unwavering belief. The ones who do truly 

change their life for the better. 

 

So, can you make a successful go of the AC opportunity? Here’s the answer: “Only you know 

the answer.” In my opinion, this is the best, most doable and most reasonable opportunity in 

existence and it just keeps getting better. It is designed for the common person who is willing to 

make an uncommon effort. Did you hear that? Are you willing to make an uncommon effort? 

Are you willing to do more than you ever have in the past to create more reward for yourself 

than you ever have in the past? 

 

If not, then Advantage Conferences may not be a good fit for you. I don't know how this can be 

stated any more clearly. 

 

SoapBoxDad 06-26-2006 07:22 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Pretty amazing morning after a powerful Advantage Conferences team call. I was just reviewing 

some of the 1732 praise reports, prayer requests, training and mentoring messages, and positive 

posts on our representative board. A great body of evidence as there is testimonial after 

testimonial. It is almost funny how off some folks are on this thread. Wishyouknew needs a 

compass for sure. It would be funny if folks were not using any means and inaccurracies 

necessary to try to prove a point they simply cannot prove.  

 

I think there are some on this board who could benefit from the following scriptures. Have a 

blessed Monday. 

 

We have divine power to demolish strongholds— 2 Corinthians 10:3-4 



 

1) Financial strongholds 

2) Habitual strongholds 

3) Spiritual strongholds 

4) Relational strongholds 

5) Mental strongholds 

6) Physical strongholds 

 

We all need to: 

 

1) Capture wrong thoughts 2 Corinthians 10:5 Philippians 4:8 

2) Release the Right Words—Spoken Word Proverbs 18:21 The Tongue has the power of life 

and death, and those who love it will eat its fruit. Psalms 19:14 

3) Attack and win Colossians 1:29-2:1 

 

SoapBoxDad 06-26-2006 07:32 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Whatever side you fall on with AC, I encourage you to meditate on these scriptures and 

confessions. I know where my heart it at and who I serve and I am praying for those on this 

thread who do not have a personal relationship with the Lord Jesus Christ. 

 

I Corinthians 2:16 

 

I have the mind of Christ; therefore I can know the thoughts of my Lord that He may instruct me. 

 

Ephesians 4:23-24 

 

I am renewed in the spirit of my mind and I put on the new self, which in the likeness of God, 

has been created in righteousness and holiness of the truth. 

 

II Timothy 1:7 

 

Father, I thank You that I do not have a spirit of fear, but I have a spirit of power, a spirit of love 

and a spirit of a sound, strong, firm, safe, stable and disciplined mind which produces Godly 

thoughts. 

 

I Corinthians 13:7 

 

I set my mind to believe, bear, hope and endure all things. 

 

Colossians 3:2 

 

I set my mind on things above, not on things on the earth. 



 

Joshua 1:5-9 

 

I am strong and courageous, I will not fear or tremble or be dismayed. God’s Word will never 

stop being spoken out of my mouth, for I meditate on the Word of God day and night and I am 

careful to do all that God commands, therefore success and prosperity are mine now! 

 

Isaiah 54:14, 17 

 

I am established in righteousness. I am far from oppression in my mind; and fear and terror will 

not come near me to control me. No weapon formed against me shall prosper and every tongue 

that accuses me in judgment shall be shown to be in the wrong.  

 

Colossians 3:15 

 

I let the peace of God rule in my heart and mind and I am thankful to God in all things. 

 

Philippians 4:7-8 

 

Father, I thank You that the peace of God, which surpasses all knowledge, is guarding my heart 

and mind in Christ Jesus. I command my mind to dwell only on that which is true, honorable, 

pure, lovely excellent and worthy of praise. 

 

I Corinthians 2:16 

 

I have the mind of Christ. 

 

renloyx 06-26-2006 07:49 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Total sales to date = 300 for the 500 reps active. 

 

Daddio---$200,000 = 29 sales 

 

Wacko Jacko----$540,000 = 77 sales 

 

Timmy boy-----around what Jack has or more = 12 sales 

 

7kfromhome.com google ad ---- $250000 = 36 sales 

 

Total Sales : 154 



 

That leaves 146 sales for the other 496 reps. Thats 0.3 sales per rep. A rep needs 4 sales to 

break even.  

 

 

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by the411  

"People are spending thousands per month promoting this stuff. Most will never come close 

to breaking even" 
 

The debate over this company's legal status or even it's Christian nature is an important one. 

But the Bottom line is that this system is simply NOT profitable 

for the vast majority of those involved. 
 

99% of AC reps will never get their $10000 back. Advantage Conferences is a waste of time and 

money. 

 

the411 06-26-2006 07:58 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

SoapBoxDad, 
Now that you have posted 10,000 words of pre-prepared advertising documents written by Tim 

Darnell, I will respond to the "value" of your product. 

 

It is obvious that the $10,000 price tag of the MMC was fashioned for the purpose of creating a 

low volume, high commission compensation plan. The $10,000 has nothing to do with the value 

of the conference and everything to do with Tim's hope of sustaining a business opportunity. 

You want people involved in the business opportunity to think that the price of $10,000 is cheap 

when they consider that they will be raking in $7,000 over and over again. The problem is that 

those who take the $10,000 plunge will have almost an insurmountable task of recouping that 

money. The market for $10,000 2 day conference tickets is miniscule. 

 

Another thing to ponder.... A house divided against itself cannot stand. The people at Advantage 

Conferences have been very clever in wearing two hats. When it is a legality discussion, they 

cannot overcome their enthusiasm that people can become involved for $59 WITHOUT A 

Conference purchase. But when it is a Advertising Campaign to prospective buyers, that is 

something you must wish you could forget. As long as people are hesitant about taking the full 

$10,000 plunge and realize the $59 entry is the most common sense approach....$7,000 over and 

over again will vanish! 

 

On a Spiritual note, if the information at these conferences is so revolutionary that it is going to 



cause an Earth shaking world wide crusade, then pricing such information at $10,000 (out of the 

reach of Millions and Millions of people on the planet) is hardly a noble effort. You talk about 

the truth setting us free. Let me remind you that Christ shared the Truth and offered it for free! I 

am so glad it has never cost me a dime to open up my Bible and Reap all the Blessings of God's 

promises and HIS MINDSET. And if I were a Christian Millionaire, I would never use that 

position to SELL, at Exorbanant prices, the information to people. Perhaps you should stop 

"Thinking like Millionaires" and start "Thinking like Christians."  

 

As for the good Christian people who are part of this movement. Anything good that comes of 

their efforts will be in spite of Advantage Conferences and not because of it. 

 

txfan 06-26-2006 08:09 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by the411  

SoapBoxDad, 
Now that you have posted 10,000 words of pre-prepared advertising documents written by Tim 

Darnell, I will respond to the "value" of your product. 

 

It is obvious that the $10,000 price tag of the MMC was fashioned for the purpose of creating a 

low volume, high commission compensation plan. The $10,000 has nothing to do with the value 

of the conference and everything to do with Tim's hope of sustaining a business opportunity. 

You want people involved in the business opportunity to think that the price of $10,000 is cheap 

when they consider that they will be raking in $7,000 over and over again. The problem is that 

those who take the $10,000 plunge will have almost an insurmountable task of recouping that 

money. The market for $10,000 2 day conference tickets is miniscule. 

 

Another thing to ponder.... A house divided against itself cannot stand. The people at 

Advantage Conferences have been very clever in wearing two hats. When it is a legality 

discussion, they cannot overcome their enthusiasm that people can become involved for $59 

WITHOUT A Conference purchase. But when it is a Advertising Campaign to prospective 

buyers, that is something you must wish you could forget. As long as people are hesitant about 

taking the full $10,000 plunge and realize the $59 entry is the most common sense 

approach....$7,000 over and over again will vanish! 

 

On a Spiritual note, if the information at these conferences is so revolutionary that it is going to 

cause an Earth shaking world wide crusade, then pricing such information at $10,000 (out of 

the reach of Millions and Millions of people on the planet) is hardly a noble effort. You talk 

about the truth setting us free. Let me remind you that Christ shared the Truth and offered it for 

free! I am so glad it has never cost me a dime to open up my Bible and Reap all the Blessings of 

God's promises and HIS MINDSET. And if I were a Christian Millionaire, I would never use 



that position to SELL, at Exorbanant prices, the information to people. Perhaps you should stop 

"Thinking like Millionaires" and start "Thinking like Christians."  

 

As for the good Christian people who are part of this movement. Anything good that comes of 

their efforts will be in spite of Advantage Conferences and not because of it. 

 

Again, well said! 

 

SoapBoxDad 06-26-2006 08:52 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

411, you could not be more wrong on the value of the MMC and we have hundreds of attendees 

who share contrary to your OPINION. The market for AC is global and massive as we introduce 

new coaching and training products to complement the MMC. We are not here to convert the 

folks on this board, that is for sure. I have been saved for 19 years now and I have never been 

more excited about what I am doing for the Kingdom as in my relationship right now. In 

addition, I have never been more committed professionally in my two decades as an 

entrepreneur, MBA, coach, Father and committed Husband, than I am in my AC business. I 

know who I serve and this is a marketplace ministry for me.  

 

I am sorry that I gave you the benefit of any doubt in the previous post as you are squarely 

shoulder to shoulder with those sharing inaccuracies and personal attacks on this thread. I wish 

you well. 

 

SoapBoxDad 06-26-2006 08:54 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

411, and as long as people continue attacking value and posting the same things over and over 

like Renloyx and Wishyouknew, I will continue to post and repost 10,000 words that share what 

we are about and the heart of AC. 

 

renloyx 06-26-2006 09:01 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

The market for AC is global and massive as we introduce new coaching and training products 

to complement the MMC. 



 

Is that why you have 500 reps and 300 sales? massive market... haha 

 

renloyx 06-26-2006 09:03 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

411, and as long as people continue attacking value and posting the same things over and over 

like Renloyx and Wishyouknew, I will continue to post and repost 10,000 words that share what 

we are about and the heart of AC. 

 

We post facts and numbers. You post lies and bull****. 

 

SoapBoxDad 06-26-2006 09:40 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Renloyx, since you have no experience with the company, you are posting your opinions, 

however misguided they are. You would not know the truth if it was staring you in the face. Very 

sad indeed. 

 

BIGfranky75 06-26-2006 09:44 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by the411  

SoapBoxDad, 
Now that you have posted 10,000 words of pre-prepared advertising documents written by Tim 

Darnell, I will respond to the "value" of your product. 

 

It is obvious that the $10,000 price tag of the MMC was fashioned for the purpose of creating a 

low volume, high commission compensation plan. The $10,000 has nothing to do with the value 

of the conference and everything to do with Tim's hope of sustaining a business opportunity. 

You want people involved in the business opportunity to think that the price of $10,000 is cheap 

when they consider that they will be raking in $7,000 over and over again. The problem is that 

those who take the $10,000 plunge will have almost an insurmountable task of recouping that 



money. The market for $10,000 2 day conference tickets is miniscule. 

 

Another thing to ponder.... A house divided against itself cannot stand. The people at 

Advantage Conferences have been very clever in wearing two hats. When it is a legality 

discussion, they cannot overcome their enthusiasm that people can become involved for $59 

WITHOUT A Conference purchase. But when it is a Advertising Campaign to prospective 

buyers, that is something you must wish you could forget. As long as people are hesitant about 

taking the full $10,000 plunge and realize the $59 entry is the most common sense 

approach....$7,000 over and over again will vanish! 

 

On a Spiritual note, if the information at these conferences is so revolutionary that it is going to 

cause an Earth shaking world wide crusade, then pricing such information at $10,000 (out of 

the reach of Millions and Millions of people on the planet) is hardly a noble effort. You talk 

about the truth setting us free. Let me remind you that Christ shared the Truth and offered it for 

free! I am so glad it has never cost me a dime to open up my Bible and Reap all the Blessings of 

God's promises and HIS MINDSET. And if I were a Christian Millionaire, I would never use 

that position to SELL, at Exorbanant prices, the information to people. Perhaps you should stop 

"Thinking like Millionaires" and start "Thinking like Christians."  

 

As for the good Christian people who are part of this movement. Anything good that comes of 

their efforts will be in spite of Advantage Conferences and not because of it. 

 

 

wow....411.... another AMAZING post!!! that was just great. you hit the nail straight on the 

head! excellent points, well thought out, and superbly delivered. good for you.... and thanks for 

articulating yourself so clearly. you have been able to say in 2 posts what i have tried to say (to 

no avail...) in a couple of dozen posts... !!! 

 

well said! 

 

BIGfranky75 06-26-2006 09:47 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

411, and as long as people continue attacking value and posting the same things over and over 

like Renloyx and Wishyouknew, I will continue to post and repost 10,000 words that share what 

we are about and the heart of AC. 

 

 

actually SPD, copying and pasting company literature and advertising isnt really the focus of this 

site and is against forum rules.... the moderators have made it quite clear that these threads are 



NOT to be used as an agenda to recruit.... so watch your statements of continued posting of 

company advertising and recruiting material, as you may get yourself banned. 

 

renloyx 06-26-2006 09:50 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

Renloyx, since you have no experience with the company, you are posting your opinions, 

however misguided they are. You would not know the truth if it was staring you in the face. 

Very sad indeed. 

 

I dont need experience with AC to know what a scam is. The numbers prove 99% of reps will 

lose money. 

 

the411 06-26-2006 10:02 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

SoapboxDad, 

I believe anyone who reads my post will be able to see the difference in my replies versus those 

from other voices of opposition here. It is not my responsibility to police the opinions of others 

on this thread. All voices of dissent are not the same.  

 

I hope innocent readers considering this opportunity will think through what I have said thus far. 

There is beyond reasonable doubt to be involved with Advantage Conferences: 

 

1) Unsatisfactory report from the Better Business Bureau. 

2) Advantage Conferences Lawsuit with the Better Business Bureau. 

3) Tim Darnell's order to all Reps to remove Trademarked symbols from advertising material 

after touting Federally trademarked concepts/systems. 

4) Altering verbage concerning Rep qualification processes. 

5) Conferences without disclosure of speakers involved. 

6) Complaints to the Attorney General for non refunded monies. 

 

People are smart enough to make their own decisions. I have posted with the intent that people 

seek the whole story and not just what they read on an Advantage Conference Page or from a 

message board of AC reps with vested interests. 

 

Duck98 06-27-2006 01:48 AM 



 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

well as you shared your biblical quotes, here's mine 

 

.I tell you the truth, it is hard for a rich man to enter the kingdom of heaven. Again I tell you, it is 

easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle than for a rich man to enter the kingdom of 

God. Matthew 19:24. 

 

Next time you want to quote - try starting with that one. 

 

Stop pretending to be a Christian. 
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